
#inition: An encryption scheme TISE: (Encrypt, Decrypt) is secure against chosen-plaintext attacks (CPA-secure) it for all efficient

adversaries A:

CPAAdvIA,TIsE] =1PrTWo = 13-PrTWi=1]) = negl
where Wo (be 90,13) is the output of the following experiment:

be90,13

nursarytimeFrontsome idea as in original semantic security game, but allow adversary
to make encryption queries (also called a "left-or-right" oracle)

b'790,13

I
Adversary's goal is to guess which

of no or m, was encrypted, given access

Ioutput of experiment wo to anonoracle (i.e., adversary gets to see encryptions of messages
of its choice.

#im. A stream cipher is not CPA-secure.

Proof. Consider the following adversary:
be [0,13

asory ·engingreoil*choose Mo, m, tah Pr[b':11b =0] =0 since c: mo4 6(s) =c

=>CPAAdvIA,TsE] = 1onenoumorsinte
↑r[b' = 1/b = 1) = 1 since c' =m, # 6(s) + C

output O if c=c

output 1 if (Fc

8erve: Above attack works for
any terministic encryption scheme.

=>CPA-secure encryption must be randomized!
=>To be reusable, cannot be deterministic. Encrypting the same message twice should

not reveal that identical

messages were encrypted.

To build a CPA-secure encryption scheme, we will use a "block cipher"
~

Block cipher is an optible keyed function that takes a block of n input bits and produces a block of a output bits
~

Examples include IDES (key size 168 bits, block size 64 bits)

AES (key size 128 bits, block size 128 bits) block ciphers

Will define block ciphers abstractly first: pseudorandom functions (PREs) and randompotions(PRPs)
↳
Oidea: PRFs behave like dom functions

PRPs behave like random permutations



#inition. A function F:1xX> Y with key-space K, domain X, and range y is a pseudorandom function (PRE) if for all

efficient adversaries A, Iwo-W,l =negl, where Wb is the probability the adversary outputs 1 in the following

adversary

if b =0

if b =1

experiment;

1

onrowblcotoreal possible functions for it(function of Funs[x, Y] can be represented by a truth table of

↓
size (y)(x) - this is usually exponentially large!

↓790,13

PRFAdvIA, F) = 1wo-W,1 = IPrTA outputs 1 (6 =0)
- PrIA outputs 1(6:1]

#itively: input-output behavior of a PRF is indistinguishable from that of a random function (to any computationally
- bounded

adversary) (264)
3ES: 90,13168 x 90,1364 + 90,1364 1-2168 (FunsEx,YH=(aOY(210) 3 space of random functionsin

AES: 90,1318 x 90,1)"0 -> 90,1318 exponentially-larger than key-space.

#inition: A function F:kxX-X is a pseudorandom permutation (PRP) if
- for all keys K, F(k..) is a permutation and moreover, there exists an efficient algorithm to compute
F-(k,).

AKEK: UxeX: F"(k, F(k,x) =x
- for KK, the input-output behavior of F(k..) is computationally indistinguishable from f() where

& Perm[x] and PermTx] is the set of all permutations on X (analogous to PRF security)

↓

e: a block cipher is another term for PRP (just like stream ciphers are PRGS)



Observe that a block cipher can be used to construct a PRO:

#

: 90,13"x90,13"+ 90.17" be a block cipher

Define 6:30,13" -> 90.139 as

6(k) =F(k,))lF(k,2)l)...()F(k,l) -this stream cipher allows andom access!

↑ 4

string concatenation write input as an n-bit string

we said PRP above (just require that m > loge)
(will revisit this)

v

#em. If F is a secure PRF, then 6 is a secure PRO.

Proof. As usual, we show the contrapositive: if 6 is not a secure PRO, then F is not a secure PRF.

Suppose we have efficient adversary A for 6. We use A to build adversary for F:

Algorithm for breaking F
1.If 1: poly, then B is efficient

&Prcts
thetell 2. If b =0: B sends G(K) to A

T 1

k5 K; f = F(K, .)

where K is a uniformly
random key

AirE If b = 1: B sends uniformly random

string It is dom function

to A

b't 90,13 3.PRFAdvIB,F] = kr[b' = 1/6 =0] -

Pr[b'=1)b =1))
=IPrTA outputs 11 b=0] -PrTA outputs 1(b=1)
=PRGAdvTA, 6]

which is non-negligible by assumption.

But... we used a block cipher (PRP) in our construction above. Does the proof still go through?
Not quite...

for a random function, f(1) = f(2) with probability 3 but Imight be
very very small...

for a random permutation, f(x)
= f(2) with probability o adversary won't notice unless it sees a

"collision" [i.e., two values x,y where
f(x) =f(y))

thingLamina. Let F: K**-> X be a secure PRP. Then, for any Q-query adversary A:
IPRPAdvIA, F) - PRFAdv(A,F]) =ctx

#

Idea. Adversary essentially cannot tell the difference unless it sees a collision. If there is no collision, then it is just
seeing random values.How many queries before there is a collision? Birthday paradox: Q-IT

#away: If IX1 is large (e.g., exponential), then we can use a PRP as a PRF.

-EDESoM-64 so IHIy6Y[ifadversarymakes <262queries,thencanuseitas
a Proteins



#

far: PRP/PRF in "counter mode" gives us a stream cipher (one-time encryption scheme)

↑ typically, the IV is divided into o
L

wereuse it? Choose a random starting point (called an initialization rector( nonce/value that does not repeat) and
"randomized counter mode" a counter: IV = nonce/counter

ranthe1 m+1 divide message into blocks (based on block size of PRI)

oEECk,IV+zDF(k,IVts])

1cs cx) ciphertext

observe: ciphertext is longer than the...

message (required for CPA security)

#

rem: Let F:lxX+y be a secure PRF and let TCR denote the randomized counter mode encryption scheme

from above for 1-block
messages (M

= 4(1). Then, for all efficient CPA adversaries A, there exists an

efficient PRF adversary B such that

CPAAdvIA, TIciR] -TO+1. PREAdvIB,F]
a
Q: number of encryption queries
& : number of blocks in message

#uition: 1. If there are no collisions (i.e., PRF never evaluated on the same block), then it is as if everything is

encrypted under a fresh one-time pad.
2. Collision event: (X, X+1, . .

.,
x + (-1) overlaps with (x,x't, . . ., x' + l-1) when x,x'*X

*i
a

probability that x' lies in this interval is i

There are 0possible pairs (x,X), so by a union bound,

PrIcollision) -O
3. Remaining factor of 2 in advantage due to intermediate distribution (hybrid argument):

Encrypt Mo with PRE 3) PRFAdr[B,F)+FO
Encrypt Mo with fresh one-time pad

- 8

Encrypt m, with fresh one-time pad
3) PRFAdv[B,F)+O#ncrypt m, with PRF

#

etation: If (x1 = 2*8 (e.g., AES), and messages are IMB long (2" blocks) and we want the distinguishing advantage
to be below

2-32,
the

carnce
the

samelong toencryptarea for 1 trillion messagesare


